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References – excerpt 

 

 market leading Hungarian heavy industry corporation:  

o Hungarian legal counsel for the issuance of the corporation’s international bonds,  

o legal representation in trade transactions, litigation, and credit transactions  

 

 assistance in acquisitions to small and medium-sized enterprises and large companies 

operating in the field of processing and automotive industry, commerce, etc.  

 

 long-term legal advisor of the tunnel and station constructor of the Metro 4 Project Budapest 

(legal counselling related to FIDIC based contracts) 

 

 legal counsel for the renovation of the Music Academy 

 

 reorganisation of a leading Hungarian agro-industrial corporation, restructuring of the 

funding of the company  

 

 legal counsel and representation of the liquidator of investment service providers under 

liquidation 

 

 legal advisor of the National Bank of Hungary in drawing up the bill for the bankruptcy 

protection of families  

 

 cross border claim enforcement for Hungarian, German, and Austrian firms in execution, 

liquidation and wind-up proceedings  

 

 legal counsel to a leading Hungarian oil company in the establishment and operation of 

joint-venture undertakings 

 

 permanent full-scale legal advisor of international company operating in the retail petroleum 

industry  

 

 legal advisor of the green-field investments and continuous operations of a leading 

Japanese automobile tyre manufacturer  
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 representation of leading Japanese tyre manufacturer in commercial cases and tax 

proceeding 

 

 VAT planning for medium-sized and large enterprises pursuing international sales activities  

 

 legal advisor of leading Hungarian company trading in stationery and office supplies in cases 

of trade and public procurement 

 

 legal advisor of leading Hungarian corporations operating in the mechanical engineering and 

contsrution sectors and in in the food industry  

 

 legal advisor of leading German corporation operating in steel producing and material trading  

 

 legal advice pertaining to the acquisition and operation of shopping centres, and department 

stores  

 

 long term, full-scale representation of leading Hungarian cheese factory  

 

 drawing up employment contracts, and management contracts for Hungarian and 

international corporations, comprehensive legal counselling  

 

 labour law and tax-related legal counselling related to the employment of expatriot 

employees  

 

 formulating collective agreements, collective redundancy schemes  

 

 legal advisor of IRONMAN 70.3 Budapest 

 

 continuous representation of leading Hungarian manufacturer of medical instruments and 

devices  

 

 representation of leading German manufacturer of medical devices in lawsuits 

 

 full-scale legal counselling of logistic investments 
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 counselling leading Hungarian software developers in corporate, trade and trademark law 

 

 tax and legal consulting for the planning related to the generational shift in family-owned 

enterprises  


